
C-Rail-Messenger
Cable Messenger

The C-Rail-Messenger is the key component of
the C-Rail® aerial Cabling System. The messenger is
installed with a previously inserted ultra-compact
optical cable using its fundamental accessories such
as C-Rail-Anchor anchoring frames and C-Rail-
Bracket holding brackets.

In the following, applying a pair of C-Rail-
Messenger and optical cables is likely the same as
using traditional aerial cables. The major difference
can be seen when excess lengths need to be
established, window opening on cable sheath and
cable preparation has to be executed till direct
accessing possibility to fibers for customer access
closure installation.

The individual messenger makes the application of
ultra-compact, extremely flexible, “easy to
terminate” type of cables possible.

The C-Rail-Messenger provides unique features for
creating excess cable length. Target-oriented core
material selection, longitudinally ribbed structure
of the internal surface, position-fixed installation of
anchoring frames and holding brackets ensure that
optical cable can be manually pulled several
hundreds of meters within of the C-Rail-Messenger.
A simple hand tool facilitates easy dropping of
cable from the C-Rail-Messenger at any place
necessary.

Further information on the effective use of
C-Rail-Messenger can be found in the system
installation document of C-Rail® system.

The C-Rail-Messenger is spooled, stored and
delivered on wooden drums with a standard
delivery length of 1,750 m.
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Product details
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Productiformation

Net weight 96 g/m

Material HDPE+black carbon(1,5%)+ additives

Strength member FRP rods

Permitted tensile load 3.200 N

Breaking load min. 5.400 N

Weight&Dimensions

Metric: 110 gr L: 120 mm

Drum gross: 240 kg W: 42 mm

Drum net: 192 kg H: 72 mm

Packaging Information

Drum dimensions D: 1200 mm

B: 780 mm

Hole diameter: 140 mm

Ordering Description

C-Rail Messenger (1,75km) 

MPQ (Package Quantity) 1 wooden drum

MOQ (Minimum Order Quantity) 1 wooden drum

Thermal Load*

Storage -40°C to +60°C

Installation -5°C to +45°C

In operation -30°C to +60°C

* including preload refering to our sag-table


